B3660 BARNEY MILLER (USA, 1/23/1975-9/9/1982) [TV SERIES]

Agent Orange (12/11/80)
Radical (12/7/78)

Credits: various.
Cast: Hal Linden, Maxwell Gail.
Summary: Police/comedy television series set in New York. Det. Wojohowicz (Gail) was a Vietnam veteran. Vietnam War themes were featured in two episodes.

Eisner, Joel. “Barney Miller” Television comedy series [GB] (p. 79-80)
Grant, Lee H. (see under Sheehan, Tony)
Sheehan, Tony. Agent Orange. [script] (54 p.) [Annenberg Script Archive, script number BARNEY049]
____________, and Lee H. Grant. The radical. [script] (59 p.) [Annenberg Script Archive, script number BARNEY032]